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Hasan Arfeh, Al-Monitor

Almost a year ago, Sara Kassim embarked on 
her career as a journalist in one of the most 
dangerous areas in the world that falls under 
the control of fundemantalitst groups and is 
a constant target for the Syrian regime and 
its allies.

“I started working with a German press agen-
cy. I used to take photographs in Idlib during 
the displacement waves with small passages 
in English that were published. Then SY+ 
offered me to work as a reporter and I took up 
the job,” she told Al-Monitor.

Kassim, who is in her 20s, is among many 
other Syrian women who took the decision 
to work in journalism, despite the many chal-
lenges and hardships they face, such as being 
working women engaged in a dangerous 
profession.

“I chose journalism because I like to focus 
on good things and problems in society. For 
instance, [I choose] problems that by pinpoint-
ing their causes we might be able to fix or find 
solutions to. However, this is no easy task. I 
chose journalism so I can address the issues 
in the community and try to eventually find 
solutions,” Kassim added.

Syria’s northwestern areas are under the 
control of extremist groups, the strongest of 
which is Hayat Tahrir al-Sham that supports 
the National Salvation Government controlling 
all aspects of life there.

In December 2019, the Syrian Female Journal-
ists Network published a questionnaire on the 
security and safety of Syrian female journalists, 

which concluded that female journalists work-
ing for local organizations face many dangers 
and violations because of the fact that they are 
women and work in the media. The violations 
mainly include the imposition of a certain 
dress code, denial of time off, harassment, the 
threat of dismissal and denial of promotion, in 
addition to the perils of bombardments by the 
Syrian regime forces.

Roula Assad, a Syrian journalist and the Syrian 
Female Journalists Network’s executive direc-
tor, told Al-Monitor, “The majority of female 
journalists in northwestern Syria are also 
defenders of freedom of expression, human 
rights and justice. They are often subjected 
to bullying in a bid to push them out of the 
media. This is in addition to harassment, often 
commenting on the journalists’ looks and per-
sonal life, especially over the past five years. 
To target our credibility causes real pressure 
on our work and restricts our activities in the 
public and private spheres.”

Yakeen Bido, a female journalist working in 
northern Syria, recently came under attack on 
social media after she said that there was no 
“revolutionary press” in Syria. As a result, she 
was arbitrarily dismissed from the Aleppo Me-
dia Union in late May. Bido was awarded the 
“Courage in Journalism” award by the Interna-
tional Women’s Media Foundation in May.

Journalist Hadia Mansour has faced many 
hardships since she started covering events in 
northwestern Syria in 2015.

“In my journalistic journey I faced many 
obstacles and difficulties, mainly customs and 
traditions and the society’s view of women 
as relegated to housewives. The community 
does not approve of women going out of their 
homes frequently to cover the news, especially 

in areas where men are present,” Mansour told 
Al-Monitor.

“We also suffer from stereotyping and 
alienation, which I managed to break away 
from. This was not an easy task in a patriarchal 
society and with the security chaos and 
harassment from some hard-line factions. My 
house in Kafr Nabl was raided by Hayat Tahrir 
al-Sham when I published an investigative 
report condemning the group’s practices and 
confiscation of people’s houses and properties 
accusing them of infidelity. When they 
stormed into my house, luckily my family and I 
were not there; they claimed we were housing 
an Islamic State cell,” she said.

Ibrahim Hussein, a judge and director of the 

Syrian Center for Press Freedoms affiliated 

with the Syrian Journalists Association, 

believes that the parties that are committing 

violations in Syria do not differentiate be-

tween journalists based on their gender.  They 

persecute male and female journalists alike in 

Syria, he said.

“It is only normal to have a discrepancy in 

numbers, since the number of female journa-

lists is much less in the areas that are not un-

der the control of the regime. According to the 

center’s records, there have been 38 violations 

against female media workers in Syria since 

2011. This is a very small number compared 

to the violations against male journalists,” 

Hussein told Al-Monitor.

Assad explained that northwestern Syria has 

been witnessing political and military tensions 

and frequent changes in the controlling 

parties, which puts journalists at risk.

Women journalists in northwest Syria brave daily dangers

“Journalists in these areas face discrimination and 

hostility from other colleagues and from military 

groups, which could lead to kidnappings and 

killings. Female journalists also face restrictions 

and violations — first for being women, which 

could hinder them from carrying out their job,” 

she said.

Kassim and Mansour both said that they will 

continue their work despite all the obstacles. 

Kassim has recently conducted an interview with 

US Ambassador to the United Nations Kelly Craft 

and discussed with her the humanitarian aid for 

Syria and the situation in the country.

“I will keep doing what I am doing despite all the 

dangers as I believe in the facts that I convey in 

Syria, and in documenting the crimes committed 

by the Syrian regime against our people, as 

well as the crimes of other parties. I am mainly 

focused on covering the suffering of civilians,” 

Mansour concluded.

Mansour publishes her work in several media 

outlets including Al-Monitor, Asharq al-Awsat 

and other Arab and Syrian newspapers.

Syrian journalists are subjected to harassment 

even across the border, as happened with 

journalist Maha Ghazal who works for Syria TV at 

its main headquarters in Istanbul, Turkey. When 

her personal accounts were hacked by people in 

the administration to pressure her to resign, she 

did not give in and exposed the matter with a 

courageous live video broadcast from the heart 

of the channel’s headquarters.

Article taken from: https://www.al-monitor.com/

pulse/originals/2020/07/syria-northwest-extre-

mist-women-journalists-dangers.html

Displaced Syrian women walk at a camp in Idlib. Photo by OZAN KOSE/AFP via Getty Images.
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June 29, 2020
Robin Emmott 

UN humanitarian affairs chief Mark 
Lowcock said that the United Nations 
and its partners are working to address 
operational challenges arising from the 
Council’s decision following weeks of di-
vision, on 11 July, to reduce to just one, 
the number of border crossing through 
which food, medicine and other forms 
of aid can pass from Turkey into Syria.

The UN is also helping to tackle 
COVID-19 in Syria, where the number 
of confirmed cases remains in the hun-
dreds, but the true number is certainly 
higher, Mr. Lowcock told the Council’s 
monthly meeting on the humanitarian 
aspects of the conflict in Syria that 
erupted in 2011.

This year’s $3.4 billion Humanitarian 
Response Plan for Syria is 32 per cent 
funded so far, “making it one of our 
better funded operations,” Mr. Lowcock 
said, adding however that another $384 
million is required for Syria under the 
COVID-19 Global Humanitarian Respon-
se Plan – of which 28 per cent has been 
received.

Read more at https://news.un.org/en/
story/2020/07/1069261

Need deepens 
in Syria, UN 
says

July  30,  2020
Will Christou and Ammar Hamou, Syria 
Direct

The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) case-
load in Syria has significantly spiked 
in the last month, reaching 756 cases 
and 40 deaths across the country at the 
time of publishing, an over 150 percent 
increase from the beginning of July.

While the number of cases is not 
particularly high when compared 
to other neighboring countries like 
Iraq and Turkey—a little over 118,000 
and 229,000 cases, respectively—the 
abysmal testing rate suggests that the 
actual number of cases is much higher. 

The current testing rate in Syria, 907 
tests per million people, puts Syria in 
seventh from last place for COVID-19 
testing globally, just behind Mali. 

However, the political fragmentation of 
Syria means that access to testing is not 
equal, with northwest and northeast 

Syria having extremely limited num-
bers of test kits. If treated as their own 
countries, northwest Syria and north-
east Syria would have testing rates of 
782 and 28 per million. 

Currently there have been 29 and eight 
cases of COVID-19 in the northwest and 
northeast, respectively. 

In addition to the positive cases, over 
16,000 people have been placed in 
medical quarantine for symptoms re-
sembling those of COVID-19, according 
to the Syrian Ministry of Health. Of 
those placed in quarantine, 13,469 have 
been released thus far. 

The government’s transparency has also 
been questionable. Several sources in 
Damascus have told Syria Direct that 
the government has sought to suppress 
information about their relatives’ posi-
tive COVID-19 diagnoses. 

“The problem is that there is no access 
to official information, the relevant 

ministries do not share numbers,” 
Mohamad Katoub, the policy and ad-
vocacy manager for the Syrian Center 
for Media and Freedom of Expression, 
told Syria Direct. 

“We’ve seen a media circus, such as 
statements that the army is fighting 
the virus, which is not possible for Co-
rona… and this was from the Minister 
of Health,” Katoub added.

Several human rights monitors and 
news outlets, such as the UK-based 
Syrian Observatory for Human Rights 
(SOHR), have reported a much higher 
number of active cases and deaths 
with symptoms similar to those of the 
coronavirus.

Excerpt taken from:  
https://syriadirect.org/news/map-
ping-coronavirus-in-syria-unoffi-
cial-cases-and-hot-spots/
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With little resources, COVID-19 cases in Syria surpass 700. Photo by Louai Beshara/AFP.


